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CAVITATION 3 RD GENERATION

The best combination
for your body.
Th real Cavitation with the most potent and effective 6MHz Radiofrequency.
The
A combination that guarantees the results that your patients are looking for.
Eq
Equipped with the Immediate Global Connectivity technology.
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INTERCHANGEABLE
LE

HAND PIECE

LOCALIZED ADIPOSE REDUCTION • EXCESS WEIGHT • CELLULITE

IGC The connectivity at your reach, Immediate Global Connectivity offers a world of possibilities.
Remote Updates – Novelties – Protocols – Applications and franchise control program.

SPECIFICATIONS

WITH IMMEDIATE GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY

CAVITATION

6MHz RADIOFREQUENCY

Frequency 28KHz
Maximum Potency 3W/cm2
Functioning Mode: Pulsed and
Continuous

Tension output 200Vpp
Frequency 6MHz

USB Port
Internet Connection
10” LCD Display
Touchpad Command

SYSTEM

EQUIPMENT
A sophisticated line

A powerful software

The real Cavitation

A new design that gives practicality, comfort
and better equipment performance.

The easiness of its use, perfectly
combined with a simple and attractive
interface makes these equipments an
indispensable tool for your business.
Includes a software that can be updated
through IGC.

Cavistar has demonstrated to be the only
one with real provable effects, therefore the
innovation goes hand in hand with the
results and in this occasion evolving
towards the most requested in the market.

6MHz Radiofrequency

What is Cavitation?

Radiofrequency 3D

The 6MHz Radiofrequency is an excellent
alternative to obtain non evasive reaffirmation for
aged and flabby skin.
The dermic heating generated by this frequency
reaches the desired temperature in less time then
at lower frequencies. Due to this, the RF sessions
and the complete treatment times are reduced.
The thermic effect generated by the
radiofrequency will produce in the dermis the
following reactions:

Cavitation is a phenomenon produced by
mechanic waves in a liquid. It consists in the
generation of variation of pressure which's
consequence is the production of micro
bubbles in the biological liquid, which are
gradually fractured, generating impact waves.

The heat produced in the tissue by the passage of the 6mhz RF
is an excellent alternative to obtain non invasive reaffirmation of
flabby and aged skin.

Hyperaemia
Fibroblastic stimulation
Increase in temperature in dermic levels
These reactions are used to give more firmness
and quality to the skin. The result is a smoother
skin and an evident reduction of wrinkles and
flaccidity, as well as the “orange skin” very
characteristic of the cellulite.
The cooling of the cooler protects the epidermis
from overheating. It gives protection to the skin's
superficial layers from an excessive amount of
temperature and also favors the obtaining of the
denominated contrast effect.

What effects does it produce?
The impact waves generated by the Cavitation
produces the disruption of the adipose's cellular
membrane with the resulting diffusion of the lipidic
matrix ( triglyceride) to the interstitial space. The
process in which the lipidic content is dispersed in
the interstitial liquid is denominated as
emulsification. Therefore, we can infer that the
result of the fat tissue's ultrasonic cavitation is the
emulsification of the lipic content.
Cavitation is a non-invasive treatment. It does not
require hospitalization or anesthesia. The patients
can retake their normal daily activities immediately
after every session.

The controlled heating generated at this frequency reaches a
superficial cuteanous temperature between 38-42 º C,
capable of stimulating the existing dermic collagen and
producing a transition process in the denominated collagen
contraction.

These reactions are used to give more firmness and quality
to the skin. The result is a smoother skin and an evident
reduction of wrinkles and flaccidity, as well as the “orange
skin “ very characteristic of the cellulite.

Indications
Localized Adiposities
Excess weight
Cellulite

The cooling of the cooler protects the epidermis from
overheating. It gives protection to the skin's superficial
layers from an excessive amount of temperature and also
favors the obtaining of the denominated contrast effect.

Results
The obtained result is the reduction of the thickness
of the adipose tissue's fold since the first session.
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